Introduction
Crash intensity prediction models are significantly important for transportation planning studies, and they are recurrently implemented in transportation safety issues. In this point, to assure a safety, traffic authorities need to understand the causes of a particular accident to propose the appropriate solutions. Based on the statistics of Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK, 2013), more than 337.351 accidents reported in Turkey in 2013. In these accidents, 226.677 person died or injured. In literature, there exist many studies which investigated the role of demographic, socioeconomic, land use and network characteristics on accidents. Also many crash prediction models were justified such as poisson models, negative binomial models, linear regression models and empirical analysis techniques However, conventional methods such as regression analysis may be used for the traffic accident problems (Ozgan, 2008; Türe, 2008) . One of the important roles of safety key performance indicators are to evaluate performance of action plans. Therefore, prediction business as usual has significant role in evaluation of system. For this purpose, monthly or annually data set investigation was seen in literatures. However, these is a gap in prediction cyclist and pedestrian accidents in literatures. Beside many studies, predicting the driver and vehicle characteristics is important for a better understanding the causes of accidents. Many studies are available in literature with dealing this topic. In the recent years, neural networks played a significant role for designing sophisticated models for traffic management, crash prediction and travel demand. Application of the ANN is well common solution for many of engineering problems by Despite the aforementioned efforts, there exist no study in literature considered the application of neural networks in directly predicting crashes of pedestrians and cyclists. This paper aims to predict the crash severity with the traffic injury data of the Konya city in Turkey by implementing the artificial neural networks (ANN), Regression Trees (RT) and multilinear regression modelling (MLRM) method.
Methodology
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used for modeling the statistical data. This method is a reliable way of representing the non-linear relations between the inputs and outputs of a system. ANN can consider the complex relations inside the data, and it tries to generalize. A typical ANN model can be implemented for various problem types such as pattern recognition, classification, prediction and optimization considering a statistical dataset. One another advantageous of the ANN is that, there is no need of selecting a regression model to the data. In this way, ANN model generally fits well with the proposed data. The ANN is basically a mathematical representation of the human brain that consist of numerous neurons connected to each other. Similar to the human brain, an ANN network is able to recognize the patterns in a data and suit well to the nonlinear characteristics of a system. An ANN consists of several data processing nodes called neurons. Basically, the Figure 1 . In the ANN modelling, it is required to take attention of the large number of errors expected to be in the massive data set. The raw data used in the modelling progress in generally not clean. Errors are generally existed due to the equipment related problems and transcription errors while manually writing the accident records.
Data analyzing
In the scope of this study, the traffic accident data were gathered from local police department of Konya City in Turkey, and monthly registered passenger car's data set were obtained from Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK) as shown respectively in Figure 2 -3. The daily based data has interrupted properties. Therefore, this is the main reason for using monthly based data.
On the other hand, cyclist and pedestrian accidents were used as outputs of the models. These data were defined as dependent variables in two different cases. Total accident numbers and registered passenger car numbers were defined as input and independent variables. Hence, modelling was manipulated using ANN and MLR simultaneously.
Known as a black box computational method, ANN is one of the most popular analyzing methods among high degree uncertainty modelling techniques. Therefore, it was used in analysis and predictions of the present research. Using different methods of radial based function (RBF) in comparison with generalized regression network (GRN), multi-linear regression (MLR) and regression trees (RT), four models were investigated in total. Then results were monitored by coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and mean squared percentage error (MSPE). In order to train the model, 80 percent of the data were used in an arbitrary manner (48 data for each inputs and output) and following to the procedure the rest of the data were used for prediction (20% or 12 data for each inputs and output). Using all this methods for model prediction, MATLAB© software was used for modelling ANN techniques, and SPSS software was used for MLR's. Models were developed to estimate the total number of cyclist and pedestrian crashes as well as crashes based on severity. A result of each case was presented in Figure 4(a-b) . The consequences of modelling and prediction due to calibration and prediction procedure manipulated carefully. Then results were extracted and compared with different aspects and ratios (See Table 1 and Figure 5 ). As can be seen in Figure 5 
